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Chapter 571: Incoming Crown Prince In 5 Seconds — 

 

Although she hadn’t cultivated in the past seven days and had devoted all her attention to the books, 

reading assiduously had actually cleared her head and significantly strengthened her mind. 

That was an achievement much harder to obtain than a breakthrough in cultivation. 

What was more, Feng Wu even felt the urge to break through right then. 

She was going to put down her book and do that when she heard a tiny sound outside. 

Someone was there! 

Feng Wu frowned and turned her sharp gaze to the window. 

The window was open, revealing a handsome teenage face with pretty features. The teenager beamed, 

reminding her of the brightest sunlight. 

“Yu Mingye?” Staring at the teenager, who rested his chin on his hands and grinned at her from outside 

her window, Feng Wu asked in bewilderment, “What are you doing here in the middle of the night?” 

“Aren’t you going to invite me in?” The boy greeted Feng Wu with a wide smile. 

Feng Wu rolled the eyes. “It’s too late and I shouldn’t have male visitors at this hour. So, no.” 

Yu Mingye pouted, looking rather aggrieved. 

“Why did you show up here at such a late hour? Speak.” 

“I don’t want to,” Yu Mingye said grumpily, still pouting. 

Feng Wu made a gesture to close the window. 

“Hey, wait. Wait — you’re so boorish. Be patient, will you? Fine, I’ll tell you.” 

“Now.” 

“You’re so mean...” Yu Mingye gave Feng Wu an accusing look with his big pretty eyes. “Alright, alright. 

I’ll tell you. I’m taking the entrance exam for Imperial College tomorrow, and I want you to see me off at 

the gate. I want to hear you cheer for me and wish me good luck.” 

Feng Wu said, “You need someone to see you off for an exam?” 

Yu Mingye looked like an abandoned puppy. “It’s a really important exam and all the parents are going 

to see their kids off, aren’t they? My family is on the other side of the continent... Won’t you come with 

me?” 

He might sound like the saddest creatures in the world, but Feng Wu didn’t believe a word of it. 

“Your family has the ability to claim its independence from the Junwu Empire; don’t tell me they can’t 

get you a place in Imperial College. Taking the exam? Are you kidding me?” Feng Wu snapped. 



“But I don’t want to get into that comprehensive college that’s just for foreign students. I prefer the 

martial arts department.” Yu Mingye kept his unblinking gaze on Feng Wu. 

Feng Wu nodded. 

Yu Mingye narrowed his eyes. “Do you know why I applied for Imperial College and why I’m insisting on 

getting into the martial arts department?” 

“Why?” 

Yu Mingye almost choked on his own spit. Taking a deep breath, he said, “Little Feng Wu, I said all those 

things because I was waiting for you tell me yourself. ‘What a coincidence! I’m applying for the martial 

arts department, too!’ But you didn’t!” 

Feng Wu didn’t say anything. 

Yu Mingye grunted. “If I didn’t have such good connections, I wouldn’t even have known that you’re 

taking the exam. I was this close to missing the registration deadline. You heartless woman.” 

He rubbed Feng Wu’s head as he spoke, disheveling her already messy hair. 

Feng Wu pushed him away. “Don’t touch my hair! And I need to get back to my reading!” 

Yu Mingye didn’t seem offended when Feng Wu brushed him off. He was still grinning with his chin in his 

hands. If he had a tail, it would be wagging all over the place now. 

“Little Feng Wu —” 

“What now?” 

Chapter 572: The Wall-Climbing Crown Prince?! 

 

Yu Mingye said in a righteous tone, “I’m only going to Imperial College to protect you, so that you won’t 

be bullied. And that means you have to be really nice to me from now on!” 

Feng Wu took a deep breath. “Don’t go, then.” 

Yu Mingye grunted. “You dishonest girl. I know you’re rejoicing secretly, aren’t you?” 

Feng Wu said, “No.” 

That successfully silenced Yu Mingye. He then mussed Feng Wu’s hair like a mischievous boy. 

“Hey, stop it —” Feng Wu wasn’t his match physically and couldn’t stop his mischief. Her hair was in a 

complete mess and she was so mad. 

“Hahaha —” Seeing Feng Wu’s disheveled hair, Yu Mingye guffawed. He found the girl so cute that he 

wanted to take her back home. 

However, he cringed when he saw the murderous look in her eyes. He then fled the scene! 

“Yu Mingye! Stop right there!” Feng Wu stomped her foot. 



But Yu Mingye only ran faster. Before Feng Wu knew it, the guy had disappeared into the night. 

Feng Wu clenched her fists. “You won’t be so lucky next time!” 

Turning around, Feng Wu saw that Chaoge was bent over the table and fast asleep. Drooling, she hadn’t 

even woken up at all the noise. 

Feng Wu didn’t know what to say. It seemed that nothing worried the girl. 

Feng Wu loosened her hair, tied it into a simple ponytail, then sat down on a rush cushion, ready to 

make a breakthrough. 

She was already a Level 4 Spiritual Grandmaster, and a breakthrough would take her to Level 5! 

However, little did she know that Jun Linyuan was on his way here. And what was even more 

unexpected was that Yu Mingye had spotted Jun Linyuan. 

The crown prince had finally come up with an excuse to see Feng Wu and was hurrying this way in a foul 

mood. 

When Jun Linyuan arrived at the scene, enraged, Yu Mingye was about to jump onto the wall. 

Sensing a powerful cultivator approaching, Yu Mingye instinctively backed into a corner and hid behind a 

bush. 

The crown prince was so preoccupied thinking of ways to make Feng Wu plead to him once he saw her 

that he ignored everything else.”Access ReadFreeWebNovel.live if you like watching manga,comics. 

Feng noticed, but didn’t think it was a big deal. So, he didn’t alert his young master. 

Yu Mingye was baffled! 

What the heck?! 

Why had Jun Linyuan shown up in the Feng manor in the middle of the night? Why wasn’t he entering 

through the main gate like a crown prince should? Why was he climbing the wall as well? 

Yu Mingye decided not to go back just yet, for he was worried! 

He recalled how mean Jun Linyuan was to Xiao Wu. Nothing she did seemed good enough for him and 

he was horrible to her. What could he possibly want from her in the middle of the night? 

Could Jun Linyuan be here for Feng Yanfeng? 

Not likely. Someone in Feng Yanfeng’s position would never invite the crown prince over at this late 

hour. 

Could he be here to pick on little Feng Wu, then? 

At that thought, Yu Mingye decided that he wasn’t going anywhere! He was worried about Feng Wu’s 

safety! 

He walked on tiptoe toward Fallen Star Yard, making sure to be as quiet as possible. 



Then, under the silver moonlight, Yu Mingye made a shocking discovery. 

Jun Linyuan! 

The aloof, proud crown prince of the empire had just jumped onto the wall. He then landed on the other 

side in Feng Wu’s yard! 

Yu Mingye: !!! 

Instead of going in through the window, Jun Linyuan pushed Feng Wu’s door open. 

It was a critical moment in Feng Wu’s breakthrough! 

She could have done it a moment ago, but Yu Mingye had shown up and forced her to pause. 

Chapter 573: Stop Bullying That Girl! 

 

After finally sending Yu Mingye away, calming herself down, and clearing her mind... Feng Wu was ready 

to make a breakthrough. 

The door opened at that moment! 

Feng Wu almost jumped to her feet! 

Who could it be?! 

Feng Wu looked at the door, alarmed. 

A figure stood there against the silver moonlight, which created a halo around him. 

He had brooding eyes and a gorgeous figure. He almost looked dazzling under the moonlight. 

Jun Linyuan! 

Patting her chest, Feng Wu broke into a cold sweat! 

One second more and she would have entered the state of meditation! 

If that happened, Jun Linyuan would realize that she was cultivating and had her ability back. Thinking 

about it logically, he would be reminded of that Immortal Spiritual Fruit back in Northern Border City... 

Feng Wu’s stomach lurched! 

That would be a total disaster! 

Because of the interruption, Feng Wu glared at Jun Linyuan. “What are you doing here?!” 

Jun Linyuan stood there proudly after pushing the door open. He was waiting for Feng Wu’s to plead 

with him, but instead, he only got that impatient question. He was displeased. 

His eyes glinted as his murderous gaze locked on Feng Wu. 

Feng Wu stepped back involuntarily. 



Jun Linyuan entered the room and slammed the door shut behind him. 

It didn’t wake Chaoge, for Feng Wu had fed her some antidote and the girl was undergoing 

detoxification at the moment. She was sleeping so soundly that not even thunder would be loud enough 

to wake her. 

Feng Xiaoqi and the rest of the family knew nothing about the situation here, for Feng had put up a 

soundproof barrier around the room and no one in the neighboring rooms would hear a thing. 

Inside. 

Face livid, Jun Linyuan walked toward Feng Wu with a grim look in his eyes. 

Feng Wu stumbled back involuntarily. 

“J- Jun Linyuan, w- what are you doing? D- don’t come any closer!” 

Feng Wu kept stumbling back. 

But Jun Linyuan only gave her a crooked smile! 

As Jun Linyuan pressed forward, Feng Wu backed off. 

In the end, Feng Wu was forced into a corner and Jun Linyuan hemmed her in with his right arm. 

The air suddenly felt very warm. 

Outside. 

Yu Mingye had been following Jun Linyuan stealthily. 

He saw Jun Linyuan enter Feng Wu’s room and close the door behind him — 

Yu Mingye then heard Feng Wu’s voice. 

“Jun Linyuan, stay away from me! Your hands, hey —” 

Yu Mingye was incensed! 

Yu Mingye charged out impulsively and kicked the door! 

He yelled as he kicked, “Jun Linyuan! Stop what you’re doing! 

“Is that what you like? To bully girls?! 

I looked up to you. I never thought you were this kind of person! 

“Open up! Open up! Open up!” 

Yu Mingye kept kicking the door. 

Jun Linyuan was enjoying the moment with Feng Wu so close. He bent over when Feng Wu turned her 

head the other way. The corner of his mouth happened to brush against her smooth cheek and the 

warm sensation made his heart skip a beat. 



However, Yu Mingye’s furious voice rang out and Jun Linyuan frowned. 

He was distracted for a brief moment. 

Thud! 

Feng Wu took the opportunity to step hard on his foot. 

She spared no strength! 

Ssss — 

Even Jun Linyuan’s face changed color and he stared at Feng Wu in astonishment! 

How dare she do that to him?! 

Feng Wu freed herself from the little confined space created by Jun Linyuan’s arm. She glared at him 

with an alarmed look on her face. 

At that moment, Yu Mingye broke into the room! 

Chapter 574: I’m Going to Challenge You to a Duel! 

 

Yu Mingye grabbed Feng Wu, pulled her behind him, and stared at Jun Linyuan bravely. “Jun Linyuan, I 

didn’t know you could be so despicable!” 

Jun Linyuan’s stunning face had turned livid and he was especially enraged when he saw Yu Mingye pull 

Feng Wu behind him. Jun Linyuan felt like choking the guy with his bare hands! 

Yu Mingye cringed a little when he noticed how frightening Jun Linyuan looked. 

After all, he might be as famous as Jun Linyuan, but everyone, Yu Mingye himself included, knew that 

was only because the Yu family had gone to a lot of effort to make Yu Mingye sound more superior than 

he actually was. 

Yu Mingye had mixed feelings toward Jun Linyuan. Although he saw Jun Linyuan as his greatest rival, 

deep down, he still admired the guy and looked up to him. 

Hence, when Jun Linyuan shifted his piercing gaze to Yu Mingye, the latter felt as if he had just been 

shot with an arrow. Jun Linyuan said through gritted teeth, “Out of my way!” 

He was so intimidating... 

Yu Mingye stumbled back involuntarily. 

But he stopped almost right away! 

No! 

He couldn’t back off now, for little Feng Wu was behind him. 

He had to protect little Feng Wu and make the girl look up to him... Yu Mingye clenched his fists and 

encouraged himself: man up! 



Thus, Yu Mingye summoned up his courage, took a step forward, and pointed a finger at Jun Linyuan. 

“I’m challenging you to a duel!” 

Seriously — 

Jun Linyuan wasn’t the only one rendered speechless. 

A short distance away, Feng gave Yu Mingye a thumbs up in his head. The young man had some balls. 

No one said a word... 

Meanwhile, Feng Wu was staring at the back of Yu Mingye’s head in resignation and at a loss over what 

to say. 

Then, Yu Mingye gave Feng Wu a little kick with his heel. 

Feng Wu was confused. “What?” 

Lowering his voice, Yu Mingye prompted her in a serious tone, “Clap for me! Now!” 

“Huh?” Feng Wu was baffled. Clap? 

Yu Mingye said earnestly, “I’m scared. Clap for me.” 

Feng Wu rolled her eyes.Read comics on our ReadFreeWebNovel.live 

Standing outside, Feng was as still as a statue. Despite his calm face, he was cracking up inwardly. That 

silly boy was so amusing. 

However, His Royal Highness didn’t find Yu Mingye amusing at all. Staring at the latter with his 

intimidating gaze, Jun Linyuan stepped forward, his eyes flickering. 

Yu Mingye fell back a step, dragging Feng Wu with him. He raised his chin and stared back at Jun 

Linyuan. 

It was only human nature to feel scared in Jun Linyuan’s presence. 

Instinctively, Yu Mingye was flustered by Jun Linyuan’s glare, but he wouldn’t budge, not when the girl 

he liked was watching. 

Hence, he pointed at Jun Linyuan with a shaky finger, while backing away with Feng Wu. “D- do you 

think you can intimidate me just because you’re famous?! N- no way! There! I’m challenging you!” 

Jun Linyuan smirked. “You want to challenge me? Fine, I agree.” 

Yu Mingye was baffled. He agreed? 

Jun Linyuan said with a crooked smile, “Tomorrow, midnight, at the top of Imperial Capital Tower!” 

Yu Mingye didn’t know what to say. 

Jun Linyuan snorted. “Scared now?” 

Feng Wu was watching and Yu Mingye had no choice but to play the tough guy. He raised his chin. “Of 

course not!” 



“Shouldn’t you be on your way now?” Jun Linyuan glanced at him. 

“Y- you can’t bully my Xiao Wu while I’m away!” 

“Your Xiao Xu?” His Royal Highness smirked. 

Yu Mingye clenched his fists. “Fine! You have to leave her alone if I win!” 

Chapter 575: A Phenomenal Duel? 

 

Yu Mingye left in a hurry after those words. 

Somewhere else in the Feng manor. 

Feng Yanfeng’s family was sleeping. 

Lady Wang nudged Feng Yanfeng’s arm in the dark, but Feng Yanfeng was only half-awake. 

Lady Wang mumbled, “Why is it so noisy tonight?” 

“Is it?” Feng Yanfeng didn’t think so. 

“I think I heard something in the direction of Fallen Star Yard.” Lady Wang frowned. 

“You heard wrong,” Feng Yanfeng said impatiently. 

Since she was already awake, Lady Wang went on. “By the way, Lord Wuan’s wife came to visit today 

and she had a marriage proposal for Xiao Liu.” 

“Feng Liu?” Feng Yanfeng frowned. 

“That’s right.” Lady Wang nodded with a smile. 

“That’s the Ning family, right? Who’s the guy?” 

“Ning Chenxi. He’s the son of Ning Zhiyuan, the governor of Anyuan Province,” said Lady Wang with a 

smile. 

“Ning Zhiyuan?” Feng Yanfeng, who was about to go back to sleep, was wide awake after hearing that 

name. “Ning Zhiyuan’s family and Northern Feng General are related through marriage, as well as to the 

Yan family. Ning Zhiyuan himself is also a commander of a border province. That’s wonderful. They really 

have their eye on Feng Liu, then?” 

Feng Yanfeng found it hard to believe. Had Feng Liu’s ruined reputation not gotten out, then? 

Lady Wang gloated. “I was told that Ning Chenxi fell in love with Xiao Liu as soon as he set eyes on her 

on their way back from the northern border to the imperial capital. He couldn’t stop thinking about her, 

and it was like a lovesickness. He wants to marry no one but Xiao Liu.” 

Feng Yanfeng sat up in excitement and smacked his own thigh. “That’s great news. Tell them tomorrow 

—” 



“No, no —” Lady Wang shook her head. “Ning Chenxi is so infatuated with Xiao Liu; that’s what will seal 

the deal. If that’s the case, we can’t say yes so soon. Let’s wait a few days.” 

Feng Yanfeng found that suggestion reasonable. This was the perfect time to assume airs! 

“Good idea! Let the Ning family wait. Isn’t that Ning Chenxi applying for Imperial College this year? We’ll 

talk about the marriage proposal after he gets in!” 

Lady Wang nodded with a smile. 

“Liu Er is taking the exam this year as well. I don’t know if she can get in.” Lady Wang was a little 

concerned. 

Feng Liu’s cultivation level wasn’t advanced enough, but the clan had provided her with a lot of 

resources lately and even the elders of the clan had offered to teach her themselves. 

In the end, they managed to elevate Feng Liu from Level 7 to Level 9, which qualified her for the exam. 

“Go back to bed. We’re taking Xiao Liu to Imperial College tomorrow morning for the exam,” said Lady 

Wang. 

“I hope Xiao Liu can get in this time...” Based on the scores Feng Liu had been getting from the mock 

exam papers, Feng Yanfeng didn’t think she stood too good a chance. 

Lady Wang snapped, “Of course Xiao Liu will get in. The clan has put in so much for her.” 

It reminded Feng Yanfeng of Feng Wu back in the day and he sighed with emotion. “Come to think of it, 

Xiao Wu was really a genius back then. She was only seven or eight when she...” 

Lady Wang wanted to tear the duvet to pieces with her teeth. Xiao Wu! She hated that name! 

She snorted. “She was awesome back then, so what? She’s a cripple without any trace of spiritual 

essence now. All she can do is be trampled on by our Xiao Liu.” 

Feng Yanfeng heaved a sigh. 

“What are you sighing for?” Lady Wang smirked. “Xiao Liu is taking the exam of Imperial College 

tomorrow. What can that Feng Wu do? She can’t even set foot in the exam room!” 

Feng Yanfeng had to agree with her. 

Meanwhile, in Fallen Star Yard. 

Yu Mingye had left. Eager to act, he wanted to camp out in Imperial Capital Tower first and wait for that 

phenomenal duel. 

However — 

Chapter 576 Taken?!!! 

Feng Wu looked at Jun Linyuan. “Yu Mingye is gone. Can you please leave now?” 

After getting rid of Yu Mingye, the crown prince finally cheered up a little, but what Feng Wu said 

displeased him right away. He glowered at Feng Wu with his cold, angry eyes. 



“Who is he to you?!” Jun Linyuan’s face was livid. 

“No one!” 

“Then why did he show up here in the middle of the night?” 

“I don’t need to answer to you!” 

“Speak!” Jun Linyuan stared at her intensely. 

Feng Wu was furious. “Who am I to you, then?” 

Jun Linyuan smirked. “Don’t flatter yourself! You’re nothing to me!” 

Feng Wu snickered. “Of course. We’re nothing to each other. So, why did you kick open my door, enter 

my room, and won’t leave?!” 

Jun Linyuan was rendered speechless. 

His eyes were like bottomless pits and he glared at Feng Wu, as if he wanted to eat her whole! 

Flames seemed to surge out of those grim eyes. He looked terrifyingly unapproachable! 

Anyone else would have dropped to their knees under such a stare. 

Even Yu Mingye’s legs almost gave out when Jun Linyuan stared at him like this. 

But not Feng Wu. She stood there proudly and unperturbed. She even looked back at Jun Linyuan with 

equally cold eyes! 

Her perfect composure and her unbending will were exactly why Feng thought that Feng Wu was the 

only right person for His Royal Highness on the entire continent. 

“Feng Wu, how dare you speak to me like that?!” Jun Linyuan clenched his fists! 

And he smashed them down on the table! 

Crumble — 

The wooden table shattered into pieces and scattered all over the floor. 

Feng Wu didn’t say anything. 

Feng Wu couldn’t imagine what would happen if one of his fists had landed on her head. 

Staring at Feng Wu, Jun Linyuan moved closer and hemmed her in. 

Shit! 

Feng Wu had a bad feeling about this. 

If she let him corner her like before, he would do what he wanted with her again! 

She wouldn’t let that happen! 

The closed window gave Feng Wu an idea! 



She bolted! 

Feng Wu was very fast, but Jun Linyuan was faster! 

Feng Wu had almost jumped out the window when Jun Linyuan caught Feng Wu’s right foot with his 

right hand! 

Feng Wu was still wearing her fluffy home-made cotton slippers when he grabbed her by the ankle. 

She was wearing a loose-fitting casual dress at home with a fluffy robe over her shoulders. 

Feng Wu had designed the clothes herself and her beautiful mother made everything from scratch. It 

was an exquisite outfit. 

Caught by her right ankle, Feng Wu fell forward. However, before she smashed onto the window pane, 

Jun Linyuan tossed her upward. 

Everything was a blur all of a sudden. 

Before she realized it — 

Jun Linyuan had thrown her over his shoulder and jumped onto the roof. The next moment, he dashed 

out into the night, taking Feng Wu with him. 

Feng Wu: !!! 

Houses flitted past them on both sides and the chilly night wind blew against her neck. 

Feng Wu was flabbergasted... 

She had been kidnapped! 

Jun Linyuan had taken her against her will! 

“You — where are you taking me? Put me down!” Feng Wu was furious! 

She still had 10 books left to read. Although they were in her ring and she could take them out at any 

moment, she needed to first find the time to read them 

Chapter 577 A Duel? 

Feng Wu could be a little obsessive at times. 

If 1000 books had to be memorized, the thought of leaving one unread would keep her awake at night. 

Right now, she still had ten more to go out of the extra 10,000 books on the reading list... and she was 

overwhelmed with anxiety. 

“Put me down...” I need to go read... 

Feng Wu was almost in tears. 

But Jun Linyuan moved as fast as a streak of lightning, even with Feng Wu over his shoulder, as if she 

was no heavier than a doll. 



Wind rushed down Feng Wu’s throat whenever she tried to speak, so she eventually stopped trying, for 

there was no point. 

About an hour later, Feng Wu realized that the wind had stopped blowing and Jun Linyuan had stopped 

running. 

“Put me down! Now!” Feng Wu pounded his back with her little fists. 

This time, His Royal Highness, the emotionless iceberg, finally did as told. He put Feng Wu down on the 

ground. 

When he saw Feng Wu’s disheveled hair — 

He narrowed his eyes a little. 

Feng Wu glowered at him! 

She was wearing loose-fitting, comfortable home clothes and her hair had been held up by just a single 

hairpin, which had obviously fallen out along the way. 

And Jun Linyuan had been running so fast that the wind had mussed up Feng Wu’s hair. 

“I’ve lost my hairpin!” Feng Wu glared at Jun Linyuan accusingly. “It’s all your fault! Why did you bring 

me here in the middle of the night?!” 

Was she angry? Jun Linyuan frowned a little. 

He recalled what Feng Xun had told him. 

“Need a place for a date? That’s easy. Go to Lovebird Valley. You can talk about poems and life under 

the stars and the moon, and watch the sunrise together.” 

So, Feng Xun had offered a really bad idea, hadn’t he? The frown on Jun Linyuan’s face grew bigger. 

Jun Linyuan pursed his lips and made a mental note that he would have a long chat with Feng Xun after 

he went back. 

“You don’t know why you’re here?” Jun Linyuan smirked. “I brought you here so that you wouldn’t hang 

out with that Yu Mingye!” 

That reminded Feng Wu and she prompted Jun Linyuan, “It’s about time. Aren’t the two of you going to 

duel on Imperial Capital Tower? Go ahead.” 

Jun Linyuan snapped. “What duel? He can cool his head on that tower tonight.” 

Feng Wu was dumbfounded. 

At the same time. 

Up in Imperial Capital Tower. 

Yu Mingye had arrived at the scene early! 

It was a duel with Jun Linyuan and he had to prepare! 



Yu Mingye had left Feng manor in a hurry to consult his three elders. 

Elder Three snorted. “Imperial Capital Tower? His Royal Highness is too confident in himself.” 

“How so?” Yu Mingye asked in a hurry. 

Elder Three lowered his voice and laid out his plan. 

Yu Mingye’s eyes sparkled. “Great! That’s a great idea! Hoho, Jun Linyuan, you’re not leaving that tower 

alive tonight!” 

Hence, the four of them started preparations. 

They set up lead wires on Imperial Capital Tower, so that when the time came, they could attract a 

thunderbolt, burning Jun Linyuan to a crisp! 

At the thought of that fair-skinned Jun Linyuan turning into crispy bacon, Yu Mingye couldn’t help but 

guffaw. 

Once they were done with preparations, he stood on Imperial Capital Tower in the cold night wind... 

And it was really cold... 

In order not to raise any sort of alarm, the three elders retreated to make sure that Yu Mingye was the 

only person within a 50km radius. 

Imperial Capital Tower was about 1000 meters high! 

Chapter 578 Under the Moonlit Sky? 

There was nothing to shield one from the chilly wind up on Imperial Capital Tower. 

“Ssss —” 

Yu Mingye shivered in the cold. 

Up on the top floor, he looked into the distance and saw that it was pitch dark in the imperial capital. 

The silver moon was behind thick clouds, revealing not a single trace of light. 

All the lights were out in the city down below. There wasn’t a soul around, and the wind was blowing... 

It was miserable for Yu Mingye, staying up there. 

15 minutes passed... 

An hour... 

Two hours... 

Yu Mingye sat there with his arms around himself and trembled. 

But he was on the alert! 

After that last incident in Northern Border City where Jun Linyuan had stepped on his head, Yu Mingye 

had learned his lesson! 



Despite shivering from head to toe in the chilly wind, he still looked around cautiously, fearing that Jun 

Linyuan might jump out of some dark corner and kick him down the tower! 

He could mistake every bush and tree for an enemy at the moment. 

At the same time. 

Lovebird Valley — 

Jun Linyuan was staring at Feng Wu unblinkingly! 

Feng Wu didn’t know what to do with him. “Are you sure you can stand Yu Mingye up just like that?” 

Jun Linyuan smirked. “You care about him a lot, don’t you?” 

Feng Wu was speechless. The guy could distort everything that came out of her mouth and Feng Wu was 

exhausted. 

“I want to go back!” 

“No!” Jun Linyuan then dragged Feng Wu to a giant rock and made her sit down. 

Feng Wu said, “I have an exam to take tomorrow. Can’t you just let me go?” 

God knew how hard Feng Wu had worked for that exam. 

To memorize those 1000 books and read those 10,000 books, she had barely slept in the past seven 

days. She almost didn’t have time to eat and could only grab a bite while she was still reading. 

There were dark circles under Feng Wu’s eyes. 

Jun Linyuan fixed his gaze on those circles. When was the last time she slept? Did she have to work that 

hard? 

He was even angrier when he recalled that Yu Mingye was taking the exam as well. “If you want to take 

the exam so much, get the top score, then!” 

He wanted to say something caring, but the words which came out were cold and relentless. 

Feng Wu glowered at Jun Linyuan. 

“You know what? You have to get full marks!” 

Feng Wu glowered at Jun Linyuan. 

“In both the written exam and the physical tryout. Otherwise, say goodbye to your broken star piece!” 

Jun Linyuan smirked. 

You’re friends with Yu Mingye, right? Get a higher score than him, and we’ll see how friendly the two of 

you can be. 

Feng Wu said, “Jun Linyuan, are you kidding me?” 

Jun Linyuan looked back at her. “Since when do I make jokes?” 



Feng Wu clenched her fists so tightly that her knuckles cracked. 

That was outrageous! 

Feng Wu took one deep breath after another, but still couldn’t control her rage. 

She turned to leave. 

“Leave now and you won’t make it to the exam tomorrow!” Jun Linyuan’s eyes flickered. 

Taking a deep breath, Feng Wu turned around and glared at Jun Linyuan. “You just can’t let a day pass 

without threatening someone, can you?” 

Jun Linyuan snorted. “I see you don’t want that broken star piece anymore.” 

“Of course I do!” 

And that was what pissed Feng Wu off the most. Fighting back her anger, she forced a smile. “So, what 

are we doing here? Enjoying the cold wind?” 

Jun Linyuan made Feng Wu sit down next to him and said grumpily, “Stay put.” 

Chapter 579 Lean Over... 

“What now?” 

To watch the sunrise! But the crown prince would never say those words. 

He thought that it would spoil his image. 

The dark clouds scattered and the silver moonlight poured down. 

Feng Wu was exasperated. 

She couldn’t just sit around in silence. It was cold and it was a waste of her time... 

Feng Wu quietly took a book out of her pocket and began to read under the moonlight. 

She still had ten more to go. 

She wouldn’t have been so concerned, but now, Jun Linyuan had made it clear that she had to be the 

top student in the exam with full marks... Feng Wu rubbed her forehead and cursed Jun Linyuan in her 

head. 

The crown prince had no idea what was going on in Feng Wu’s mind and went on picking on her... But, 

karma could be such a bitch. 

A few steps away, Feng said a silent prayer for his young master. 

Seeing that Feng Wu was reading again, Jun Linyuan flared up and snatched the book out of her hands. 

I’m right here and you’re looking at a book instead of me? 

Feng Wu took a deep breath. “Jun Linyuan, give me back my book.” 



Jun Linyuan shook his head. 

Feng Wu exploded. “What on earth do you want from me?! You told me to get top marks, but won’t let 

me read! And you’ve taken me here to do what? Enjoy the cold wind?! You’re making me take the exam, 

and now you’re accusing me of thinking about nothing but the exam? Jun Linyuan, you’re unbelievable!” 

Feng Wu really had had enough of him! 

And she was seriously pissed! 

He had it coming — 

A few steps away, Feng gave Feng Wu a thumbs up in his head. 

Now that she had lost her temper, Jun Linyuan was intimidated. He bit his lower lip and his cheeks 

puffed out. 

Feng Wu snatched the book back and snapped at him, “Go away. I need to read.” 

“You’re not going to sleep?” Jun Linyuan asked in disappointment. 

Feng Wu said, “I only have a few books left, and I can’t sleep until I finish them all.” 

She quickly flipped through the pages. 

And Jun Linyuan watched her as she read. 

Seeing her flushed cheeks and the way she huddled up in the cold wind, Jun Linyuan took off his thick 

cape and threw it over her shoulders. 

The longer he looked at the dark circles under her eyes, the angrier Jun Linyuan became. 

Was she ever going to sleep? She looked like a panda. 

Before he knew it, Jun Linyuan began to pity the girl. 

He opened his mouth and tried to tell her that she didn’t have to be the top student or get full marks, 

but... 

The proud crown prince couldn’t bring himself to say those words. 

Under the warm cape, Feng Wu felt more and more sleepy... 

Her head nodded and she began to doze off. 

Jun Linyuan couldn’t take it anymore. With a flick of his fingers, he hit Feng Wu in the acupoint which 

could make her fall asleep. 

The book fell from Feng Wu’s hands and the girl, who hadn’t slept properly in seven days, crumpled to 

one side. 

Jun Linyuan caught Feng Wu in his arms before she hit the ground. 

The smell of the teenage girl filled his nostrils as he held her soft body. 



Her flawless face looked tiny under that big cape. Her fair skin was almost transparent, the outline of her 

chin was soft and delicate, and her lips were full and pink, which looked so yummy that he wanted to 

take a bite. 

Under the moonlight, Jun Linyuan stared at Feng Wu’s face and was lost in her beauty. 

Before he knew it, he had leaned over... 

Chapter 580 Puffed Up With Arrogance! 

Feng Wu was woken up by the chirping of birds and the cries of insects. 

Rubbing her sleepy eyes, she yawned and opened her eyes. 

She was welcomed by the brilliant morning sun. 

The air was fresh, the grass verdant green, and there were splendid flowers everywhere. 

Feng Wu was bewildered! 

What was this place? 

She rubbed her eyes again and things began to come back to her. 

Last night, Jun Linyuan had snatched her, took off into the cold night, and ran all the way here to this 

valley. 

She recalled that she had a row with Jun Linyuan before returning to her reading under the moonlight. 

Then... she fell asleep? 

Feng Wu frowned. That didn’t feel right. With her self-discipline, she wouldn’t let herself go to sleep 

before she finished all her books... What happened last night? 

Just then, footsteps came from behind her. 

The person was very quiet, as if they were afraid to wake her up. 

Feng Wu raised her head and looked right into Jun Linyuan’s brooding eyes. It happened so suddenly 

that he didn’t have time to hide his emotions. Feng Wu could see them all in his eyes. 

However, Feng Wu was busy checking her sleep acupoint and failed to notice them. 

Jun Linyuan immediately shifted his gaze and turned his head away. If one were to look at him now, they 

would only see an indecipherable look in his eyes. 

He had a colorful chicken in one hand. 

A short distance away, a pot was being heated over a small fire. 

Seeing Feng Wu look his way, Jun Linyuan tossed the chicken at Feng Wu and casually said, “You lazy 

girl. It’s time to make some breakfast.” 

Feng Wu ignored the chicken and let it fall to the ground. 

She stared at Jun Linyuan with cold eyes as she seethed with anger. 



Seeing that Feng Wu was just standing there and sulking, Jun Linyuan frowned and looked back at her 

with his sharp eyes. 

“Jun Linyuan, it was you, wasn’t it?” Taking a deep breath, Feng Wu tried her best to keep her anger at 

bay. “You hit my sleep acupoint last night, didn’t you?” 

A grim look flickered in Jun Linyuan’s eyes. 

“I’ve checked. There’s a slight blockage in my sleep acupoint and you’re the only one here that could 

have done that. Just admit it!” Feng Wu flared up. 

She hadn’t finished reading her books! How could he do such a thing?! 

Feng Wu was practically spitting fire from her eyes. 

Jun Linyuan was angry and aggrieved. 

He had done it because she looked so tired and he pitied her. What was wrong with that? The more Jun 

Linyuan thought about it, the angrier and more aggrieved he felt! 

However, he decided that a man shouldn’t quibble with a woman over such petty things. Glaring at Feng 

Wu, he said, “Hurry up and cook the chicken. Do you want breakfast or not?” 

Feng Wu was too pissed to eat anything. 

Overwhelmed with rage, she could no longer think straight. She rushed over and kicked at the fire! 

Smack! 

The pot flew out and the half-cooked porridge splashed all over the ground! 

Jun Linyuan was dumbfounded. 

A few steps away, Feng was equally astonished! 

Miss Wu... 

Did she realize how difficult it was to make a pot of porridge in the middle of nowhere? 

As the top steward of the empire, he actually had to go back to the crown prince’s residence before 

sunrise to fetch all the utensils. 

And His Royal Highness... 

That stove, the wooden frame, and the rice... His Royal Highness had prepared everything himself... 

Yes, Jun Linyuan had done all those things himself! 

The same Jun Linyuan that was known to be puffed up with arrogance! 

 


